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REPRESENTING DISCOURSE INFORMATION
FOR SPOKEN DIALOGUE GENERATION�

Mark Steedman
Computer and Information Science, University of Pennsylvania

200 South 33rd Street
Philadelphia PA 19104-6389
(steedman@cis.upenn.edu)

ABSTRACT
Prosody and intonation convey important distinctions of “Informa-
tion Structure”, marking portions of the utterance as standing in re-
lations to the surrounding discourse such as “theme” and “rheme”,
and marking relations of contrast between referring expressions and
potential reference sets. The use of default intonation contours in
standard “text-to-speech” applications can be quite successful, es-
pecially when the default pitch-accent assignments are moderated
by “previous mention” information as an approximation to infor-
mational “given-ness” However, for some applications, particularly
those involving dialogue rather than spoken monologue fromwrit-
ten text, as well as ones involving systematic comparison among
and coordination of alternatives, generation from richer meaning-
representations can offer a more reliable alternative. Possible appli-
cations are inventory query, translating telephony for theme-marking
languages like Japanese, personalised patient medical education,
and animation of autonomous conversational agents.

1. INTRODUCTION
As a simple example, a query such as a, below, is most helpfully and
intelligible answered with pitch-accents as indicated by capitals in
b. Assignment of default final stress, as in c, sounds unnatural and
will tend to reduce comprehension.

(1) a. Should I take the tablets with or without food?
b. You should take the tablets WITHOUT food.
c. #You should take the tablets without FOOD.

In this case, the strategem of destressing previously mentioned
words will not help.

Steedman [9], Prevost and Steedman [8], and Prevost [7] discuss
the alternative of representing the reference domain, including the
theme or “open proposition” established by queries and other prior
contexts, and including sets of alternative referents distinguished by
various properties.

2. GRAMMAR AND INTONATION
On the basis of evidence from coordination and other constructions
involving unbounded dependencies, a number of theories based on
Categorial Grammar including Combinatory Categorial Grammar�Revised version of paper in the Proceedings of the International Sym-
posium on Spoken Dialogue, held in conjunction with ICSLP-96, Philadel-
phia Oct. 1996. The research was supported by IRI91-17110 and IRI95-
04372, ARPA grant no. N66001-94-C6043, and ARO grant no. DAAH04-
94-G0426.

(CCG Steedman [9]) make the claim that substrings likeAnna mar-
ried are possible surface syntactic constituents. According tothese
theories, even such minimal sentences asAnna married Mannyhave
two possible surface structures:

(2) a.Anna married Manny b. Anna married Manny

More complex sentences likeHarry says that Anna married Manny
may have many surface structures for each reading.

Crucially, CCG provides a compositional semantics wherebyboth
of the above analyses deliver the same logical form – say,
married0manny0anna0 – the first by the application of a traditional
predicateλy:married0manny0y with a subjectanna0, and the other
by the formation of anon-traditional predicateλx:married0x anna0
and its application to an objectmanny0.
I shall not go into the details of CCG here, but the implications for
the study of prosody should be obvious. One of the problems in
defining the syntax-phonology interface with the simplicity which
speech technological applications require is that intonation does not
adhere to the tradition subject predicate division of the sentence. It
too can bracket the sentence either way:

(3) Q: Well, what aboutMUSICALS? Who admiresTHEM?
A: (MARY ) (admiresMUSICALS).

H* L L+H* LH%

(4) Q: Well, what aboutMARY? What doesSHEadmire?
A: (MARY admires ) (MUSICALS).

L+H* LH% H* LL%

The prosody is indicated formally using Pierrehumbert’s notation,
and informally with capitalisation and brackets. CCG offers a way
to bring phrasal phonology and syntax closer together.

3. THEME AND RHEME
I have argued, following similar claims, implicit and explicit, by
Jackendoff, Ladd, Gussenhoven , Selkirk, Rochemont, that the
L+H* LH% contour in such examples marks thethemeor topic
(which in these contexts is the open proposition established by the
question), while the H*LL% tune marks the rheme or comment (in
these contexts, the answer). These objects correspond toλ-terms
built by the CCG semantics. However, this proposal remains con-
troversial, and Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg have relatedthis tune



to a compositional semantics for intonational tunes that isbased on
scalar values on dimensions such as certainty concerning relevance
and degree of commitment to belief revision [6, p.294-297].Accord-
ing to their account, the L+H* pitch accent is used “to conveythat
the accented item – and not some alternative related item – should
be mutually believed” (p.296).

The following minimal pair of dialogues will be helpful in deciding
between these alternatives, because it appears at first glance to raise
problems for both.

(5) Q: Does Mary love opera?
A: Mary admiresMUSICALS.

H* LL%

(6) Q: Does Mary love opera?
A: Mary admires MUSICALS.

L+H* LH%

In the first example, the entire response is marked with the H*LL%
tune that we have identified as marking the rheme, constituting what
the speaker believes the hearer needs. Depending on the context,
the speaker may thereby be committed by the usual Gricean prin-
ciples to a number of conversational implicatures. For example, if
admiring musicals entails hating opera, then this responseimplicates
denial. If on the other hand admiring musicals entails loving opera,
then affirmation is implicated. Either way, the speaker’s intonation
only commits them to the claim that the information given is ade-
quate for the hearer’s needs, rather than to a particular belief.

The second example appears at first glance to be almost equivalent.
In particular, the possibilities for conversational implicature of either
affirmation or denial seem identical, so it does not seem as though
the alternatives are uniquely evoked by the L+H* pitch accent. Both
pitch accents are constrastive – in fact, all pitch accents are, as Pier-
rehumbert and Hirschberg point out ([6, p.288-9]) – and thisis where
the alternatives are evoked.1

Any difference seems to lie in the degree of commitment concerning
relevance to the question at issue that the speakerbrings tothe utter-
ance of the information. Since in other respects the two utterances
seem similar, there is a temptation to believe that the L+H* LH%
tune in this case might mark a rheme, rather than a theme. However,
it is also possible that what the respondent has actually done is to
offer the proposition as an alternative theme, leaving the other party
to supply a rheme. If so, the effect of not taking responsibility for
a rheme in this utterance is likely to be that of to conversationally
implicating a lack of confidence in either the relevance of the theme
or the certainty of the inference that might be drawn. But that would
not be a matter of literal or conventional meaning of the utterance
itself.

This is essentially the analysis proposed by Ladd [5, p152-6] who
relates all uses of “fall-rise” contours including this oneto the func-
tion of establishing a set of alternatives established by the preciding
speaker’s question – a notion which we have identified with the no-
tion of theme, and which seems likely to translate rather naturally
into the “alternatives semantics” of Karttunen and Peters and Rooth.

1These examples also demonstrate that the accented materialand the al-
ternatives that it evokes need not have been mentioned or evoked by the first
speaker. The respondent may cause previously unmentioned and unevoked
sets to be “accomodated” by the other, in Lewis’ sense of the term.

Further support for the claim that the L+H* LH% tune marks theme,
and that the effect of lack of committment arises by conversational
implicature can be found in the fact that this intonation remains ap-
propriate when the step of inference that generates the rheme itself
is explicitly spelled out, as in the following deliberatelyexaggerated
example, in whichadmiring musicalsis necessarily distinct from the
rheme:

(7) Q: Does Mary love opera?
A: Well, she admires MUSICALS,

L+H* LH%
And people who admireMUSICALS always love OPERA.

L+H* LH% H*LL%
So I am sure she loves OPERA.

H*LL%

(Note thatadmiring musicalsin the first conjunct could equally well
be uttered with an H*L% rheme accent, but in the second it really
has to be marked as a theme. Under most circumstances the firstand
third conjuncts could be omitted entirely, as being implicated by the
second.)

Example 6 is closely related to examples discussed by Ward and
Hirschberg, who notate a similar tune with an L*+H pitch accent –
cf. Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg [6, p.295, ex. 26].

(8) A: Harry’s such a klutz.
B: He’s a goodBADMINTON player.

L*+H LH%

They describe the L*+H LH% tune (which Ladd subsumes under
fall-rise, and does not distinguish from L+H* LH%) in terms that are
remarkably similar to those used above to describe the L+H* LH%
tune in example 6, although they do not invoke the theme/rheme
distinction. Thus they describe the above utterance as expressing
“uncertainty about whether being a good badminton player provides
relevant information about degrees of clumsiness.”

This is very close to the claim of the present theory, but the intona-
tion in Ward and Hirschberg’s example, 8 above, is consistent with
an elaboration along the same lines as 7, supplying a rheme tothe
effect that badminton players are invariably dexterous, soagain it
seems unlikely that this uncertainty is a matter of literal or conven-
tional meaning. (It also makes it unclear that it isdegreesof clumsi-
ness that are at issue, rather than clumsinesstout court.)

The L+H* and L*+H pitch accents are hard to tell apart, both subjec-
tively and instrumentally, although Pierrehumbert & Steele present
experimental support for the claim that the distinction is categorical.
Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg note that their discourse functions are
closely related. Perhaps all of the L+H pitch accents discussed up
to this point should be notated as L*+H. Or perhaps the distinction
between the various fall-rise tunes is allophonic as Liberman and
Ladd would have it, and the supposed distinction in functionbe-
tween L+H* and L*+H is in fact on a continuum related to degree
of contrast associated with the pitch accent. We will remainagnos-
tic on the question of distinctions within the fall-rise family of tunes,
using the L+H* LH notation for all types, without prejudice to these
authors’ claim.

It is only appropriate to mark the theme with an L+H* pitch accent
when it stands in contrast to an preceding different theme. If the
topic to which a theme refers is unambiguously established,it is



common to find that the theme is deaccented throughout and (ifit is
utterance-initial) without any boundary, as in the following:

(9) Q: What does Mary admire?
A: (Mary admires ) (MUSICALS).

H* LL%

We would be missing an important semantic generalisation ifwe
failed to note that examples 4 and 9 are identical in information
structure as far as the theme-rheme division goes. We shall there-
fore need to distinguish the “marked” theme in the former from the
“unmarked” theme in the latter. Unmarked intonation is always am-
biguous as to information structure. In the following context, the
same contour will have the information structure of 3:

(10) Q: What is Mary like?
A: (Mary ) (admiresMUSICALS).

H* LL%

4. FOCUS AND GROUND
The possibility of such unmarked themes, lacking any pitch accent,
draws attention to a second independent dimension to discourse in-
formation structure that affects intonational tune. In example 4, the
L+H* LH% tune is spread across the entire substring of the sentence
corresponding to the theme in the above sense – that is, over the sub-
string Mary admires.2 In 3, the same tune L+H* LH% is confined
to the object of the themeadmires musicals, because the intonation
of the original question indicates that admiring musicalsas opposed
to admiring something elseis the new topic or theme. In 9 and 10,
there is no L+H* LH% tune at all.

The position of the pitch accent in the phrase has to do with a further
dimension of information structurewithin both theme and rheme,
corresponding to a distinction betweenthe interesting part(s)of ei-
ther information unit, and the rest. Halliday, who was probably the
first to identify the orthogonal nature of these two dimensions, called
it “new” information, in contrast to “given” information. The term
“new” is not entirely helpful, since (as Halliday was aware), the rel-
evant part of the theme need not be novel to the discourse, as in the
examples to hand. We will follow the phonological literature and
Prevost [7] in calling the information marked by the pitch accent the
“focus”, distinguishing theme-focus and rheme-focus where neces-
sary, and use the term “ground” for the part unmarked by pitch-
accent or boundary. Again there are other taxonomies, with most of
which the present proposal is compatible.3

The following example serves to illustrate the full range ofpossi-
bilities for the distribution of focus and ground within theme and
rheme.

(11) Q: I know that Mary envies the woman who directed the
musical.
But who does sheADMIRE?

A: (Mary ADMIRES) (the man whoWROTE the musical)| {z } L+H�LH%| {z } | {z } H�| {z } LL%| {z }
Ground Focus| {z } Ground Focus Ground| {z }

Theme Rheme

2An equally felicitous prosody in which the theme tune is confined to
Mary is dicussed in the 1991 paper.

3It is important to know that the term “focus” is used in the literature in
several other conflicting ways.

Here the theme isMary admires, where onlyadmiresis emphasised
because the previous theme was also about Mary. The rheme isthe
man who wrote the musical, where onlywrote is contrasted.

5. DYNAMICS OF CONTEXT
The theme has the character of a referring expression, much like the
interpretation of a definite NP. When awh- question is used to estab-
lish a new theme-referent, the speaker typically assigns the rheme-
tune H*LL% to the residue ofwh-movement, as in the example 4,
repeated here with intonation indicated.

(12) What does MARY admire?
H* LL%

The use of a rheme to set up a referent to which the theme of a
subsequent utterance may refer is quite general. The rheme in the
response in 4 has the same effect:

(13) MARY admiresMUSICALS

L+H* LH% H* LL%

The rhememusicalscan establish a thematic referent to which the
theme of a subsequent utterance refers, as in the following example:

(14) MUSICALS are MARVELOUS!
L+H* LH% H* LL%

In the light of these observations, it will be helpful to think of
the semantics and pragmatics of information structure in terms of
a simple discourse model that could conveniently be more or less
directly realised in the programming language Prolog. The con-
text consists of a small set of facts, represented by terms, such as
admire0musicals0mary0. Queries of the formadmire0musicals0mary0,
andadmire0corduroy0mary0 either succeed or fail with respect to this
database.λ-terms can be thought of as implicitly existentially quan-
tified queries that succeed by constructively bindingx to musicals.
The database should be thought of as including suchλ-terms defin-
ing one or more potential thematic referents of the discourse, to
which the theme of subsequent utterances refer. A model of this
kind has been investigated in some detail and implemented compu-
tationally by Prevost [7].

In such a framework, we can think of the theme of an utterance as
updatingor side-effecting the context or discourse model. It can be
characterised, following Jacobs and Krifka, as causing oneor more
existing referents or facts of the form(theme0λ : : :) to beretracted
or removed from the context model, and causing a new thematicref-
erent or fact to beassertedor added. If the theme is unmarked by
any accent, then it will simply be the corresponding thematic refer-
ent that is retracted and asserted. Unless a fact of the appropriate
form is already present in (or is at least consistent with) the context,
the first of these effects will precipitate a failure of the discourse.
Otherwise, the thematic referent will be reasserted.

The above examples show that the rheme should also update the
context with a new thematic referent. However, it does not cause
any existing thematic referents to be retracted (although we shall see
that it may have other effects on the database, via the entailments and
implicatures discussed above.)

The isolated rhemes and themes discussed in connection withexam-
ples 5 and 6 then work as follows. In both cases, the rheme of the
yes-no question adds a themetheme0(love0mary0opera0) to the facts



making up the the recipient’s context. They then construct the cor-
responding query, and evaluate it with respect to the context. If the
query immediately succeeds,or fails altogether, then it isappropriate
to respond with a direct yes or no. If the query succeeds but a step of
inference involving the respondent’s rule thateveryone who admires
musicals loves opera, and the respondent’s knowledge thatMary ad-
mires musicals, is needed to establish the answer, then one of the fol-
lowing cases may apply. If the respondent has reason to believe that
the questioner knows neither the rule, nor the truth of the premise,
then the respondent should state them both, as in the extended exam-
ple 7. On the other hand, if the respondent has reason to believe that
the recipient knows the rule, but not the premise, then they should
respond either as in 5 or as in 6. If they have reason to believethat
this is the only relevant difference between the questioners knowl-
edge and their own, then stating the premise as a rheme, as in 5, is
appropriate, since they can sincerely claim that it it is everything the
questioner needs. But if they have reason to suspect that there may
be other differences, and therefore cannot sincerely commit to this
inference going through for the questioner, then they should mark
the premise as a theme, as in 6, and leave the questioner to decide
whether they can get a rheme out of it. Such reasoning about knowl-
edge and belief can be expressed in modal logics of various kinds.
While inference with such logics is in general intractable,Matthew
Stone [10], building on work by Wallen, has identified a tractable
proof algorithm for the subclass representing D4, S4, or T necessity
in the absence of possibility and classical negation. Theselogical
fragments are applicable to the kind of reasoning sketched above,
and were motivated by work on generation of spoken conversation
between autonomous animated humanoid agents (Cassell et al. [2]).

The exact form of the retracted and/or asserted informational refer-
ents in all of the above examples is dependent upon the location of
focus and pitch accents in the utterance, and is determined in a man-
ner discussed by Prevost, who gives an algorithm for assigning pitch
accents to lexical items, building on work by Dale and Haddock.

6. MEANING-TO-SPEECH APPLICATIONS
Non-semantic text-to-speech with default intonation remains the
technique of choice for domain-independent speech generation for
tasks where errors can be tolerated, especially when augmented with
recent mention heuristics (Terken and Hirschberg 1994, Hirschberg
1990), and it provides the baseline against which more costly al-
ternatives are evaluated. However, for tasks in which the domain
and the alternatives sets can be modelled, especially thosein which
errors cannot be tolerated, the techniques that we are investigating
offer an alternative. One task that is currently being investigated by
Komagata at Penn is spoken translation from languages whichex-
press themes morphologically, as Japanese does with-wa, although
the mapping to English intonation is not direct – cf. Kuno [4].

Another application that we are currently investigating incollabora-
tion with Johanna Moore’s group at the University of Pittsburgh is
the provision of interactive spoken patient-specific medical informa-
tion. This domain is characterised by a large number of contrastive
sets of medical conditions, symptoms, treatments, and so on. The
domain can be modelled using standard knowledge representations,
and can be used to generate informative text. For example, Consider
the following two paragraphs taken from the output of the Pittsburgh
MIGRAINE system (Carenini, Mittal, and Moore [1]):

(15) Drugs for prophylactic treatment are intended to reduce or
prevent further migraine attacks. These are drugs that you
must take every day, whether or not you have a migraine.
In general, prophylactic treatment is suitable for patients
with frequent migraines. The most common side effects of
Nortriptyline are dry mouth and drowsiness.
Drugs for analgesic treatment are intended to reduce or
relieve the pain of migraine headaches. These are drugs
that you must take when headache occurs. In general,
analgesic treatment is suitable for patients with infrequent
or mild headaches. Some patients experience side-effects
with Ibuprofen such as stomach pain and discomfort.

A patient in interaction with this system by voice or mouse might
encounter these two paragraphs in either order. But whichever para-
graph is uttered second by the system, it should bear a very different
intonation from the first if the passage is not to be wearisomeor hard
to follow. (For example, phrases like “These are drugs . . . ” should
get a series of downstepped H* on nouns likedrugsetc. the first
time, and L+H* onTheseand stress on only the last noun the second
time.) While these paragraphs were in fact written by a human, the
domain is sufficiently constrained as to fall within the scope of the
techniques investigated by Prevost (this conference). As the diag-
nostic inferential power behind such systems increases, sowill the
benefits of generating speech directly from the underlying knowl-
edge, rather than by default or by canning a version for each context.
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